1 FIND MY FORTUNE
had * done it on' him, execrating Punter and Bunch,
and vowing most shocking vengeance on all their
heads.   When efforts were made to restrain him,
he had disabled such servants as had not had time
to withdraw and had sought the turret-chamber to
which the Count and Augustus had early repaired.
Even his strength, however,  was here defied, for
though with his pistol he shattered the lock of the
door, the Count had foreseen this gesture and had
taken the frantic precaution of piling against the
oak pieces of furniture so massive as only the fear
of death could have lent him the strength to move.
An unsatisfactory discussion had then ensued, for
each  desired information which neither was able
to give, yet each believed that by persisting he
might extract some item which would lead him up
to the truth:   moreover,  while the Count  could
understand English, if it was carefully used, the
English he spoke himself was incredibly bad, and
the   argument   fairly   bristled   with   misconception
which Bugle's offensive impatience did nothing at all
to relieve.   Still, out of this incoherence such truths
emerged as enabled us, when we heard them, to guess
the rest.
The thieves had never meant Haydn to share the
spoil. Once they had seized the treasure^ they
" proposed to silence the priest and then to retire by
the drawbridge, or, failing that, by the ramparts
and so down the postern steps. Bugle was to meet
them at the mouth of the road of approach—with
the car, but without the chauffeur, whom he was
to put out of action as soon as the sluice was down.
Only in the last resort would they return to Haydn
—that is to say, only if their plans miscarried, or they
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